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Abstract

A dataset consisting of logs describing results of tests from a single
Build and Test process, used in a Continous Integration setting, is uti-
lized to automate categorization of the logs according to failure types.
Two different features are evaluated, words and log keys, using un-
ordered document matrices as document representations to determine
the viability of log keys. The experiment uses Multinomial Naive Bayes,
MNB, classifiers and multi-class Support Vector Machines, SVM, to es-
tablish the performance of the different features. The experiment in-
dicates that log keys are equivalent to using words whilst achieving a
great reduction in dictionary size. Three different multi-layer percep-
trons are evaluated on the log key document matrices achieving slightly
higher cross-validation accuracies than the SVM. A shallow-and-wide
Convolutional Neural Network, CNN, is then designed using tempo-
ral sequences of log keys as document representations. The top per-
forming model of each model architecture is evaluated on a test set
except for the MNB classifiers as the MNB had subpar performance
during cross-validation. The test set evaluation indicates that the CNN
is superior to the other models.
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Sammanfattning

Ett dataset som består av loggar som beskriver resultat av test från en
bygg- och testprocess, använt i en miljö med kontinuerlig integration,
används för att automatiskt kategorisera loggar enligt olika feltyper.
Två olika sorters indata evalueras, ord och loggnycklar, där icke- ord-
nade dokumentmatriser används som dokumentrepresentationer för
att avgöra loggnycklars användbarhet. Experimentet använder multi-
nomial naiv bayes, MNB, som klassificerare och multiklass-support-
vektormaskiner, SVM, för att avgöra prestandan för de olika sorter-
nas indata. Experimentet indikerar att loggnycklar är ekvivalenta med
ord medan loggnycklar har mycket mindre ordboksstorlek. Tre olika
multi-lager-perceptroner evalueras på loggnyckel-dokumentmatriser
och får något högre exakthet i krossvalideringen jämfört med SVM. Ett
grunt-och-brett faltningsnätverk, CNN, designas med tidsmässiga se-
kvenser av loggnycklar som dokumentrepresentationer. De topppre-
sterande modellerna av varje modellarkitektur evalueras på ett test-
set, utom för MNB-klassificerarna då MNB har dålig prestanda un-
der krossvalidering. Evalueringen av testsetet indikerar att CNN:en är
bättre än de andra modellerna.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

This chapter states the background of the problem, the goals, the re-
search challenge and the research methodology of the thesis. The scope
and limitations are also discussed.

1.1 Background

Continuous Integration, (CI), is a software development process in
which developers regularly integrate code, usually as soon as a small
task has been completed, to a shared baseline[4]. This is done to shorten
the feedback response for developers, allowing for earlier detection of
software bugs[8]. An automated Build and Test process is triggered
to integrate new code[8]. By automating the process, a developer can
have their code tested and integrated frequently[8]. For each run of the
Build and Test process an event log, a human readable semi-structured

Figure 1.1: The log generating process for the dataset only regarding
passed tests.

1



2 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

text document, is produced for each test containing results and pro-
gression of the test. When a test fails the log generated for that test run
is instrumental to diagnose what type of failure has occurred. Isolating
the source and the type of failure is challenging in a complex system,
such as at the principal Ericsson, with many internal and external de-
pendencies. Generally the bigger and more complex the system the
more costly it is to isolate failures[27]. Thus Ericsson is looking for a
way to automate or speed up the process of categorizing a failure to
streamline the development process.

Dataset

A dataset has been provided containing all logs, describing both failed
and successful tests, from an instance of a Build and Test process at
the Base Band Infrastructure department at Ericsson. The tests run by
the Build and Test process generating the logs have certain attributes.
There are three sets of tests, the set of tests for a single commit, the
set of short tests for an ensemble of commits and the set of longer
tests for an ensemble of commits. The sets are referred to as STSC,
STEC1 and STEC2 respectively in the thesis for brevity. The STSC is
run on single instances of new code integrated into the shared baseline
and only contain tests relevant to the new code. The tests included in
STSC differ for each instance of new code. If the code passes all the
tests in STSC the new code is included in an ensemble of instances
of new code. Then the STEC1 is run on the ensemble integrated into
the shared baseline. STEC1 includes all tests that have a reasonable
runtime, including tests already passed for each individual instance of
new code. If the ensemble of new code passes the tests STEC2 is ran
which contains the tests not included in the previous STEC1. Once all
sets of tests have been passed then the ensemble is officially integrated
into the shared baseline. The log generating process is visualized in
Figure 1.1
There exist different tracks which represent different baselines code
shall be integrated to. For example there exist a main production track
and a main development track. Different tests may be ran depending
on tracks. The dataset available to this thesis contains logs from all
tests, tracks and sets. For a subset of the logs describing failed tests
labels from six different categories of failures have been provided. The
dataset has been collected over a period of six months.
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1.2 Motivation

The goal of the thesis is to automate the categorization of failures to
lessen man hours required for pinpointing the source of a build or test
failure in a CI system. Thus multiple failure classification model ar-
chitectures shall be designed and their performance evaluated. The
models should utilize logs of failed tests and their corresponding la-
bels of failure categories, from previously manually classified failed
tests from the Build and Test process.

1.3 Company Goal

Cybercom, on behalf of Ericsson, wants to explore the possibilities of
automatic failure categorization in a complex CI system using machine
learning techniques and available resources, of which logs describing
failed tests from an instance of a Build and Test process in a CI system
are most vital.

1.4 Principals

The thesis has been conducted in cooperation with Cybercom on be-
half of Ericsson, whom has provided the dataset from one of their
departments. Cybercom is an information and communication tech-
nology consultancy company providing expertise for diverse types of
businesses and organizations. Ericsson is one of the world leading in-
formation and comunication technology providers. About 40% [1] of
the world’s mobile traffic is carried through Ericsson networks.

1.5 Research Challenge

The general research challenge is to design a useful domain specific
classification model. The domain is log classification, which shares a
lot of characteristics with natural language processing[20]. The model
will classify logs into different categories of failure. Certain specific
research questions must be addressed to face the research challenge.
The answers to the research questions are relevant to the academic
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community in general if one is interested in researching or performing
log classification. The questions are stated below.

1. What features are viable for log classification?

2. How to design a classification model architecture for a small dataset
consisting of logs with an imbalanced class distribution?

3. How to evaluate the models performances?

4. How to keep the model viable when the attributes of the Build
and Test process change?

1.6 Research Methodology

Figure 1.2: The research methodology of the thesis.

The process for the research methodology used in the the thesis can be
seen in Figure 1.2 and is further described below.

1. Identify Goals: Firstly goals have been determined in coopera-
tion with the principals as can be seen in sections 1.2 and 1.3.
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2. Formulate Research Challenge and Questions: With goals de-
fined the research challenge and supplemental research ques-
tions can be formulated to direct areas of research as can be seen
in section 1.5.

3. Gather Knowledge: To gather enough knowledge to face the
research challenge and answer the research questions a litera-
ture study of text books and previous works is conducted. The
general knowledge domains are Log Analysis and Natural Lan-
guage Processing.

4. Formulate Solutions: With the knowledge gained specific solu-
tions could be formulated to tackle the research challenge, such
as how to determine viable features, model architectures and
how to perform the evaluation of the model architectures.

5. Implement and Evaluate Solutions: Once the solutions are for-
mulated they are implemented and evaluated. If the implemented
solutions do not answer research questions adequately the pro-
cess is restarted from step 3 or 4 depending on if further knowl-
edge should be gathered.

The thesis has performed an empirical evaluation of a limited amount
of solutions. The evaluation process generated quantitative data used
to draw qualitative conclusions to tackle the research challenge.

1.7 Scope and limitations

The scope of the thesis have been constrained due to time and compu-
tational resources available whilst confidentiality concerns has intro-
duced some limitations.

Scope

The scope of the thesis are:

• Evaluating a limited amount of features for log classification

• Evaluating a limited amount of model architectures for log clas-
sification

As the space of possible solutions is large not all could be evaluated.
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Limitations

The logs provided from the principal are confidential. Because of this
no cloud computing resources have been used in the thesis thus putting
limits on the computing available. Thus viable features, parameter
tuning of model architectures and the amount of model architectures
have been limited. No external knowledge, referring to information
not contained in the logs and their labels, were used in the thesis.

1.8 Structure of the Report

The report is divided into the following chapters:

• Chapter 2 - Relevant Theory provides theoretical foundation for the
thesis.

• Chapter 3 - Previous Work summarizes relevant previous works
that have been studied and presents their relevance.

• Chapter 4 - Method details how the research challenge has been
approached and what experiments have been conducted.

• Chapter 5 - Results presents the results of the experiments.

• Chapter 6 - Discussion discusses the results of the experiments,
their implications and the validity of the results. The research
challenge is addressed, the initial failed approach discussed and
different ethical and sustainability concerns regarded. The via-
bility of automated failure categorization is discussed as well.

• Chapter 7 - Conclusions states conclusions that have been drawn
in the thesis and future directions that can be explored.



Chapter 2

Relevant Theory

This chapter will summarize the theory relevant to the thesis. Most of
the knowledge presented in this chapter comes from three books:

• Deep Learning[9] by I. Goodfellow, Y. Bengio A. Courville and
Y. Bengio provides an indepth overview of modern neural net-
works practices.

• Pattern recognition and machine learning[3] by C. M. Bishop is
a seminal book explaining traditional machine learning methods.

• Speech and Language Processing[15] by D. Jurafsky and J. H.
Martin is focused on machine learning techniques from the Nat-
ural Language Processing domain.

Some theory presented in the chapter comes from previous works which
will be described in chapter 3 Previous Works.

2.1 Supervised Learning

In supervised learning a dataset of samples x with corresponding la-
bels y is provided[3]. Each unique instant of a label is referred to as
a class. If the primary goal is classification, one wants to classify un-
seen samples to the correct class with an acceptable accuracy. For this
purpose one wants to find a function θ(·) that fulfills θ(X) ≈ Y where
X is the matrix of all samples x and Y is the matrix of all labels y. To
make this an optimization problem one must define a loss function,
or objective function, which one wants to minimize. The architecture
of the function θ(·) can be built in a myriad different ways suitable to

7
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X and Y from different domains. For classification in the domain of
natural language processing Multinomial Naive Bayes, Support Vector
Machines and Neural networks have been used with success[15].

2.1.1 Multinomial Naive Bayes

The Multinomial Naive Bayes classifier[15] is a classifier based on Bayesian
inference for categorical text classification. The classifier predicts a
class with:

cnb = argmaxc∈C(log[P̂ (c)]
∑
fi∈F

log[P̂ (fi|c)])

Where cnb is the predicted class, c an instance of a class, C the set of
all classes, f a single feature of a sample, F the set of all features in a
sample and P̂ (·|·) estimates the probability of a feature given a class.
The classifier is referred to as naive as it assumes that each feature
is independent given a class. P̂ (c) is estimated from labeled samples
with:

P̂ (c) =
Nc

N
Where Nc is the number of samples of class c and N the total number
of samples. P̂ (fi|c) is then estimated with:

P̂ (fi|c) =
count(fi, c) + 1∑
f∈F count(f, c) + 1

Where count(fi, c) counts the occurrences of feature fi in all samples
labeled as class c, and

∑
f∈F count(f, c) calculates the count of each fea-

ture f in the total set of features F for class c. The added +1 is Laplace
smoothing[15] which avoids occurrences of P̂ (fi|c) = 0. If P̂ (fi|c) = 0

then log[P̂ (fi|c)] would become undefined and invalidate the calcula-
tion.

2.1.2 Multiclass Soft-Margin Linear Support Vector Ma-
chine

Linear Support Vector Machines, (SVM), are maximum margin classi-
fiers for binary classification [3]. The objective of a linear SVM is to find
the linear hyperplane that maximizes the margin between the hyper-
plane and the two classes of samples seen during training. For predic-
tion the hyperplane is used as as a decision boundary for classification
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Figure 2.1: A visualization of a single support vector machine in the
two-dimensional space. The shapes represent different classes of sam-
ples. The samples on the margins are referred to as support vectors
and are the only samples exerting influence on the decision boundary.
w is the normal of the decision boundary and b is the bias of the plane.
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of unseen samples. To make this an optimization problem one uses the
hinge loss function. The SVM is then referred to as a soft-margin SVM
as the hinge loss allows for training samples to appear on the wrong
side of margins if the training data is not linearly separable by a hyper-
plane. Say we have the samples x1,x2, ...,xn−1,xn with corresponding
binary labels y1, y2, ..., yn−1, yn where the labels are either 1 or -1. Then
the linear SVM predicts samples with sign(φ(x)) = sign(w · x − b)

where w, the normal of the hyperplane, and b, the bias of the hyper-
plane, describes the decision boundary. The hinge loss function can
thus be defined as:

1

n

n∑
i=1

max(0, 1− yi · φ(xi)) + λ||w||2

λ is the factor determining if the SVM should favor larger margins or
having more samples on the correct side of the margin. The whole
λ||w||2 term is equivalent to l2 regularization. Figure 2.1 visualizes a
SVM for binary classification in the two-dimensional space with hard
margins.
To minimize the loss stochastic gradient descent can be used, which
uses the gradients calculated from the loss of a single sample, with
respect to w and b, to update w and b . The gradients are multiplied by
a learning rate and then subtracted from w and b.
To extend the classifier from binary classification to multi-class clas-
sification one can use an ensemble of one-vs-rest SVM classifiers[3].
Then a SVM classifier is trained for each class, classifying each sample
as one single class or all the other classes. The predicted class will then
be decided by the classifier providing the greatest distance between
the sample and its decision boundary.

2.1.3 Neural Networks

Different forms of neural networks have provided state of art perfor-
mances for many different application domains in recent years such as
computer vision [18] and natural language processing[11]. The most
basic type of a neural network still used in practice is the Multi-layer
Perceptron (MLP), also known as a deep forward network or a feed-
forward neural network[9]. A simple MLP for binary classification is
pictured in Figure 2.2. The nodes in the figure are referred to as neu-
rons, the middle layer as the hidden layer and the edges as weights
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Figure 2.2: A single layer multi-layer perceptron which is suitable for
a simple binary classification. x1−3 represent the input features, h1−2
the output of the non-linear transformations and y the output of the
full model which in this particular MLP is binary classification.
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or parameters. Neural networks are composed of a chain of func-
tions. For example the MLP in 2.2 can be described as y = y(f)(h(f)(x))

where the superscript f indicates a function and x is the vector con-
taining the features x1−3. To achieve non-linear transformations acti-
vation functions are used in the chain of functions or, in reference to
2.2, on the output of the hidden layer. Examples of activation functions
are tanh(·), sigmoid(·), Rectified Linear UnitsReLU(·) and SoftMax(·)
[9]. Neural networks are trained using backpropagation to minimize
a loss function. Backpropagation calculates the gradients of the loss
function with respect to the parameters in the chain of functions in
the network, which are then used to update the parameters accord-
ing to an optimization scheme. An optimization scheme is commonly
referred to as an optimizer.

Fully connected layers

In a MLP the layers are fully connected. This refers to that all neu-
rons in a layer of a MLP affect each neuron in the next layer via matrix
multiplication[9]. In Figure 2.2 each layer of edges are representations
of weight matrices, thus the model architecture could be described as
y = φy(φh(Hx)Y) where H,Y are the weight matrices for each respec-
tive layer and φh, φy their respective activation functions. In a single
fully connected layer there exist two hyper-parameters the amount of
neurons and the activation function. Having each layer in a neural
network be fully connected have shown empirically to be ineffective
at automatic feature learning of spatial or temporal data, such as a time
series or an image as it is very sensitive to the location of features in
the input[9].

Convolutional layers

For effective feature learning of temporal and spatial input data the
use of a combination of convolutional layers, pooling layers and fully
connected layers are used in many state of the art applications such as
[13] and [35]. If a neural network uses a combination of convolutional
layers and fully connected layers it is commonly referred to as a Con-
volutional Neural Network (CNN) [9]. In a convolutional layer the
matrix multiplication performed in fully connected layers is replaced
with convolutional operations. Let’s focus on temporal data for sim-
plicity and relevance to the thesis when describing the convolutional
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Figure 2.3: Describes convolutions over a time-series with a kernel size
of 2 and a stride of 1 over only valid points.
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layer, and later the pooling layer.
The convolutional layer consists of multiple convolutional filters. A
single convolutional filter performs a convolution operation repeated
multiple times over an input to produce a feature map. The convolu-
tional filter, in the neural networks setting, has 2 hyper-parameters, the
kernel size and stride. The kernel size controls how many time-steps
to convolve in one operation whilst the stride controls how many time
steps to move the kernel window for each convolution over the in-
put. The kernel window describes the inputs the kernel is to perform
a convolution on. Figure 2.3 describes convolutions over a time-series
of length 3 using a kernel size of 2, stride of 1 only taking valid data
points as input for a single convolutional filter.
In a single convolutional layer multiple convolution filters are used
and thus there are three types of hyper parameters, the kernel size for
each filter, the stride for each filter, and the number of filters. After
the convolutions of a convolutional layer the output is ran through a
non-linear activation function as for a hidden fully connected layer.
Convolutional layers have a biological inspiration [9].

Pooling layers

After a convolutional layer a pooling layer is often used to manipulate
the resulting feature maps. The aim of the pooling layer is to make the
representation generated by the convolutional layer be less sensitive
to translations of the input, which is useful to see if a learned feature
is present in the feature map from a convolutional layer rather than
where exactly the feature is [9]. Max pooling[9] is a widely used type
of pooling for pooling layers. A max-pooling layer has three types
of hyper-parameters, the kernel size for each pooling filter, the stride
for each pooling filter and the amount of filters. For each parameter
present in its kernel window it returns the maximum value. Figure 2.4
visualizes a pooling filter using a kernel size of 2 and a stride of 2 on
a time series. Max pooling with a kernel size equal to the length of
the input is commonly referred to as global max pooling. For global
max pooling stride does not matter as the pooling operation is only
performed once.
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Figure 2.4: Describes max pooling over a time-series with a kernel size
of 2 and a stride of 2.

Embedding layers

Embedding layers are used in the beginning of neural networks to
learn representations of the input features that are meaningful whilst
reducing their dimensionality to reasonable levels. The embedding
layer takes an index of a certain feature, the index which would be
used for the one-hot encoding, and translates it to an embedding vec-
tor. A visualization of such an translation is provided in Figure 2.5.
The embedding vectors are randomly initialized when trained from
scratch, but for natural language processing tasks pre-trained embed-
ding vectors have been used to great success [16], [32]. The pretraining
is done unsupervised exploiting context of words in such a way that
words with similar semantic meaning have embeddings closer to each
other in the embedding vector space.

Activation Functions

Rectified linear units(ReLU) [9] is an non-linear activation function for
hidden layers in neural networks, and is often considered the default
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Figure 2.5: An example of how features dictionary indexes are trans-
lated to dense vectors. The feature dictionary size is five thus the dic-
tionary size of embeddings is five as well.
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activation function of hidden layers. It is defined, given an output
vector z from a hidden layer, as:

ReLU(z) = max{0, z}

The maximum is calculated elementwise between z and the zero-vector
0.
The softmax[9] activation function is a useful activation function for
the last layer of a neural network used for a categorical classification
tasks as it mimics the attributes of a probability distribution. The soft-
max function is defined as:

softmax(z)i =
exp(zi)∑C
j exp(zj)

, i = 1, ..., C

z is the output of the layer the activation is performed on,C the amount
of elements in z, and i the specific element. If the softmax activation
is performed on the output layer of a neural network for categorical
classification then C is equal to the amount of classes.

Loss function

A loss function used for categorical classification is categorical cross-
entropy[9] loss defined in this thesis as:

L(θ(X)) = − 1

n

n∑
i=1

m∑
j=1

Yi,jlog(Pi,j)

Y is the matrix of one-hot encoded sample labels, P is the matrix of
the network θ(·)’s predicted probabilities for each class for the matrix
of samples X and n is the total amount of samples and m the amount
of classes. The loss is commonly used with a softmax activated output
layer as it approximates probability distributions[9].

Optimizers

A widely used optimizer of the loss function, or the objective function,
for neural networks is Adaptive Moment Estimation[17],(Adam). It
calculates adaptive learning rates for each parameter of a network us-
ing gradients. The algorithm for a single update of the parameters p is
the following.
Given learning rate α, exponential decay rates β1, β2, gradients gt of
the loss-function with respect to the previous parameters pt−1 and the
smoothing factor ε, the new weights pt for iteration t is calculated as:
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1. mt = β1 ·mt−1 + (1− β1) · gt

2. vt = β2 · vt−1 + (1− β2) · g2t

3. m̂t = mt/(1− βt
1)

4. v̂t = vt/(1− βt
2)

5. pt = pt−1 − α · m̂t/(
√
v̂t + ε))

Using the hyper-parameter initializations presented in the paper pro-
vides fast convergence for most tasks. They are: α = 0.001, β1 =

0.9, β2 = 0.999. ε is only needed if the gradients are equal to zero or
in case of underflow and should then be set as a small number. Using
Adam avoids manually manipulating the learning rate after a certain
number of epochs as is common for Mini-Batch Stochastic Gradient
Descent [9] as it is handled by the first and second moment estimated
from the gradients.

Regularization

Neural networks often suffer from a tendency to overfit on datasets,
especially smaller datasets as the amount of parameters of a neural
network often vastly outnumbers the amount of samples. Overfit-
ting is when a network starts memorizing the dataset in a way that
does not generalize well on unseen samples[9]. To combat overfitting
one uses regularizations techniques which makes such memorization
harder [9].
One way is to limit the L2-norm of a neural networks layer parameters
to a constant c[9]. If L2-norm > c all the weights are scaled down
until L2-norm = c. This hinders weights from exploding compared to
others.
Dropout[9] is another simple, yet effective regularization technique. It
randomly sets the output of certain neurons to zero each mini-batch
iteration, the amount according to a factor d of the total neurons in a
layer, effectively making sure that more neurons learn viable weights.
This can be seen as training ensembles of networks as each batch it-
eration a smaller sub network of the full network is optimized for the
task. The dropout d is usually set to 0.2 in the NLP classification setting
[16] [32] although for smaller datasets it can be increased to 0.5.
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Batch normalization [9] normalizes the activations of a layer by learn-
ing a vector µ and a vector σ during training and applying them to the
activation matrix H in the following way:

H′ =
H− µ
σ

For each mini batch µ and σ are calculated element-wise using the av-
erage of activations in H and the standard deviation of the averages re-
spectively. Importantly the calculations are back-propagated thus con-
straining the gradients. Although Batch Normalization is mostly used
to stabilize training of deep neural networks, networks with many
hidden layers, the constraining of the gradients effectively provides
a slight regularizing effect.
Finally one of the most effective regularization techniques for smaller
datasets is early stopping[9]. During training the training set is split
into a validation subset and a new training subset. After each epoch,
a full iteration of all mini-batches, the validation accuracy or valida-
tion loss is calculated on the validation set. After a certain amount of
epochs the validation accuracy will start to decrease, and the valida-
tion loss to increase, whilst the training loss keeps going down as the
network is starting to overfit. To combat this one stops the training be-
fore this. Usually one sets a patience constant which says how many
epochs the training is allowed to continue without improvement and,
once the patience constant is exceeded, saves the model giving the best
validation accuracy.

Recurrent Neural Networks

Recurrent neural networks, (RNN), have been used for the state of
the art in text classification[11]. They are designed to handle vari-
able length sequential data, of which text is a subset of. The recurrent
adjective refers to that the state of the network depends on previous
input. In the state-of-the-art Long Short-Term Memory, (LSTM), re-
current neural networks is used [9]. Such a network contains LSTM-
neurons that allows for longer dependencies of inputs and decreases
the risk for exploding and vanishing gradients. RNNs are slow to train
due to their non-parallelizable nature which is a product of their recur-
rent nature.
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2.2 Feature extractions for Logs

To use logs with machine learning algorithms the textual data must
be transformed to numerical vectors. Logs can be seen as a subset of
text documents[20] and thus traditional natural language processing,
(NLP), features extraction schemes can be used. The process of feature
extraction for text classification can be summed up as:

1. Build Dictionary of Features

2. Build Document Representations

2.2.1 Dictionaries

Dictionaries for classification tasks are built by processing documents
and adding each unique feature to it. By using cut-offs[15] one can
limit the size of the dictionary, thus limiting the amount of unique text-
features the dictionary contains. Common cut-off schemes for classi-
fication problems are to ignore text features if ndocs(wi)/ntot > cmax or
ndocs(wi)/ntot < cmin where wi is a specific feature, ndocs(·) the amount
of documents the feature occur in, ntot the total number of documents
and cmax, cmin suitable cut off fractions. Reasonable fractions are in the
neighborhood of cmax = 0.90 and cmin = 0.001 for classification tasks.
The motivation is that if a text feature occur in almost all documents
and if a text feature occur very seldom using it as a feature for classi-
fication does not provide meaningful information for the classification
problem.

2.2.2 Features

Unique words and n-grams are commonly used as features for NLP
tasks[15], whilst log keys [7] are features specific to logs.

Words

Words are a natural feature of documents as they are basic building
blocks of texts and convey important semantic information.
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Log Key, Values Pairs

Logs are documents generated by software programs. Because of the
deterministic nature of software programs logs have a stricter seman-
tic structure than natural language text documents which can be ex-
ploited. Generally each line of a log contains a single log message.
Each log message can be split into a log key and log value pair [7] as
each message is generated by the equivalent of a print command in the
source code of the program generating the log. If we have the log mes-
sage “The time is 12:00 CET”, the message would be generated in the
source code by, using a Python-like syntax, “print("The time is", time,
"CET")” where time is a variable. Here then the log message would
have the log key equal to “The time is * CET” and the log value “12:00”.
“*” indicates the insertion point of the log value. As the source code of
programs generating logs are often inaccessible algorithms for approx-
imating the pairs have been proposed such as “Spell” [6]. Building a
dictionary using unique log keys as features is in theory viable.

N-grams

In document representations not preserving temporal ordering of fea-
tures semantic information is lost [15]. Thus one can use unique n-
grams as features. For example in a 2-gram, commonly referred to as
a bigram, a feature is two words, or log keys, occurring next to each
other. For smaller datasets the repeated occurrence of a lot of n-grams
are quite rare thus one can include the occurrences of the shorter n-
grams as well, i.e. if one is using 2-grams one also includes 1-grams in
the dictionary. This is referred to as {1,2}-grams in this thesis.

2.2.3 Document Representations

Two approaches to represent features of documents are document ma-
trices and temporal sequences[15].

Document matrices

An easy way to vectorize documents are document matrices [15]. The
rows in a document matrix represents unique text features and the
columns documents. A single column can be referred to as that partic-
ular documents document vector.
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To fill each element of the matrix different metrics are used. The sim-
plest metric is counting each occurrence of each feature in a document
and populating the corresponding document vector. The count met-
ric has an issue with longer documents having on average higher fea-
ture counts even though their class may be the same as shorter doc-
uments[15]. Thus one commonly uses feature frequencies instead.
When the text feature is unique words this metric is referred to as term
frequency or tf . It is calculated by tfi = count(wi)/totw where tfi is
the term frequency of word wi in the document, count(·) counts occur-
rences of a specific word in the document and totw is the total amount
of words in the document.
An issue with feature frequencies is that features that occur frequently
dominate the feature space of documents which might hinder classi-
fication if the classes are correlated to rarer terms. Thus a common
weighting scheme for feature frequencies is the inverse document fre-
quency, (idf ), which is calculated by idfi = log( n

dfi
) [15] where i is the

index of a specific word, n the total number of documents and dfi the
number of documents wi occurs in. It is then multiplied with the fea-
ture frequency. If the feature is unique words the metric is referred to
as tf -idf . The idf weighting give more importance to features that are
frequent in a document but rare in the full dataset. Document matrices
does not preserve the temporal ordering of features.

Documents as Temporal Sequences

One can view documents as sequences of features instead of document
matrices[15]. Doing this decreases the amount of semantic information
lost as a lot of information depends on the ordering of features in nat-
ural text documents.
The simplest approach is to build a dictionary where features corre-
spond to unique indexes, and then translate each document to a vector
of one hot encoded dictionary indexes. The memory consumption of a
document vector using one-hot encodings is large as a document con-
taining a sequence of 1000 features and a dictionary of 10000 features,
a quite small dictionary if one is using words, would have the dimen-
sions (10000, 1000). Thus one commonly uses embeddings which takes
the dictionary indexes directly as input and transforms each word into
a dense vector with a more reasonable dimension. The previous exam-
ple sequence would then have the dimensions (1, 1000).
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In state of the art natural language processing classification tasks pre-
trained word embeddings are commonly used with word features [11]
[15]. The pre-training of word embedding vectors are performed un-
supervised in such a way that words that have similar semantic mean-
ing, usually by exploiting the context words are used in, have corre-
sponding embedding vectors closer to each other in the embedding
space. Some freely available pre-trained embedding vectors are “fast-
Text”[14], “GloVe”[25] and “Word2vec”[22] embeddings. One-hot en-
coded word vectors does not provide any kind of semantic similarity
information.

2.3 Evaluation

It is important to evaluate machine learning models to get an estimate
of how well it perform and generalize[9] [3]. The two most important
parts of evaluation are the evaluation procedure and the metrics used
to compare models.

2.3.1 Metrics

Choosing metrics to use in the evaluation procedure depends on the
task and the characteristics of the dataset. Using metrics not fit for the
task or dataset may lead to false conclusions.

Accuracy

For classification tasks the most common metric is accuracy[3]: acc =
corr
tot

, where tot is the number of predicted labels, corr the number of
correctly predicted labels and acc the accuracy. Accuracy may be mis-
leading for heavily imbalanced datasets. For a binary classification
where 99% of samples belong to one class a model only predicting one
class would have an accuracy of 99%. To combat this one can use, or
supplement accuracy with, the F1-score metric.

Macro F1-Score

Macro F1-score [15] is a useful metric for datasets with imbalanced
class distributions as it penalizes models for ignoring classes. The F1-
score for class i is calculated by viewing the classification of i as a bi-
nary classification, i.e. each prediction is either positive or negative.
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Thus the F1 score of a single class i is calculated by the expression:

F1i = 2
piri
pi + ri

pi is the precision for class i and ri is the recall for class i. To calculate
precision and recall of class i the following expressions are used:

pi =
tpi

tpi + fpi
, ri =

tpi
tpi + fni

tpi are the amount of true positives for class i, fpi are the amount of
false positives for class i and fni are the amount of false negatives for
class i. Precision can be seen as a measure of how precise a model is
once it predicts a class as positive and recall a measure of how well
a model “remembers” all instances of a class. To finally arrive at the
macro F1-score one simply calculates the average of all the different
classes F1-scores: ∑c

i=1 F1i
c

Where c is the total amount of classes.

2.3.2 Evaluation Procedure

To evaluate a classification models performance a dataset is first split
into a training set and test set[9]. As the names imply the training
set is used for training whilst the test set is used for evaluation or
testing. With small datasets many machine learning algorithms have
overfitting problems, especially neural networks and to combat this a
widely used technique is early stopping[9] which requires evaluating
performance on an unseen set of the data. Using the test set for this
is improper as you are indirectly optimizing for the set used for final
performance evaluation, thus one should further split the training set
into a new training and validation set. When one are exploring mul-
tiple different model architectural decisions one should only use the
performance on a validation set for evaluation as well to avoid indi-
rectly optimizing for the test set.
With small datasets choosing a validation set that adequately describes
the possible sample space are hard and in some cases impossible. Thus
one may use k-fold crossvalidation [9], which splits the training set
into k new training and validation sets, where the validation sets are
nonoverlapping. As many machine learning algorithms are stochastic
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in nature the k-fold crossvalidation should be repeated multiple times
keeping the folds static[32]. The validation accuracy, or the metric cho-
sen, are then averaged over each fold and trial to evaluate a models
performance.
If the classes in a small categorical dataset are heavily imbalanced one
need to ensure that a sample from each label exists in each validation
set and in the test set. To accomplish this one can use stratification
which samples from the different categories independently preserving
the distribution of categories from the full set. Stratification requires
peeking into the test set when splitting the dataset. Once a model or a
small set of models have been selected they can then be evaluated on
the test set.



Chapter 3

Previous Work

In this chapter previous works regarded in the thesis are presented.
They are split between the domain of Log Analysis and Natural Lan-
guage Processing with Neural Networks.

3.1 Log Analysis

To get a theoretical foundation of computer generated logs relevant
works in the domain of log analysis were studied. The papers were
chosen due to their relevance to the research challenge especially re-
garding general attributes of logs and features viable for log classifica-
tion.

Papers Concerning Log Pattern Extraction

“A data clustering algorithm for mining patterns from event logs”[29]
presents Simple Log Clustering Tool (SCTL) a now outdated pattern
finding tool for logs. Although dated it provides information of con-
siderations needed when dealing with system event logs. The patterns
generated could be used as features for classification.

The paper “LogCluster - A data clustering and pattern mining al-
gorithm for event logs”[31] the same author, Vaarandi, presents an
improved tool. A lot of LogCluster is built on the foundations laid by
SCTL. LogClusterC is an open source version written in C, compared
to the originals Pearl, and a presentation and evaluation is presented
in “Efficient Event Log Mining with LogClusterC”[34].

26
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Iterative Partitioning Log Mining (IPLoM) first presented in “Cluster-
ing Event Logs Using Iterative Partitioning”[21] provides insight in
the domain and a way to partition logs. The algorithm shows promis-
ing results compared with SLCT, Loghound[30] and Teiresias[27]. The
source is closed.

“Baler: deterministic, lossless log message clustering tool”[28] pre-
sents Baler a log message pattern extraction tool. The paper notes two
problems with Teiresias, SLCT, LogHound and IPLoM, that they dis-
count infrequent log entries, entries that might contain valuable infor-
mation and that they can’t incrementally process log files.

The paper “Spell: Streaming Parsing of System Event Logs”[6] pre-
sents “Spell” an online streaming method for extracting log entry pat-
terns, or log key, log value pairs, compared to the usual offline batch pro-
cessing used in [31], [29] and [21]. The function of “Spell” is to trans-
form unstructured log messages into structured data for use in future
log analysis, such as log classification. The paper defines a structured
log parser as an parser that extract all unique message types, or log
keys, from raw log messages.
“Spell” uses an algorithm utilizing longest common subsequences, (L-
CS). Say one has two log entries containing characters in sequence then
the LCS problem is to find the longest sequence of characters shared
by the entries. For example if we have two entries containing the full
sequences {abcdef} and {bdfghi} then the LCS would be {bdf}. One can
intuitively see that an LCS based algorithm can be used for log key ap-
proximation, using log message words or tokens instead of characters,
without the need of parsing the source code that is generating the log
messages or other external knowledge.
“Spell” uses three data structures named LCSObject, LCSseq and LC-
Smap. An instance of a LCSseq contains the LCS of one or multiple log
messages. An instance of a LCSobject contains one LCSseq and a list
of identifiers of log messages that shares the LCSseq. The LCSmap is
simply the list of all LCSobjects. Initially the LCSmap is empty. Then
the basic naive log key approximation algorithm is:

1. Given a log message l tokenize it into a sequence s by splitting
on delimiters such as spaces.

2. Calculate the LCS between s and each LCSobject in the LCSMap,
storing the index of the LCSObject giving the longest LCS. If mul-
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tiple LCSObjects have LCSs of equal length choose the one with
the shortest LCSseq. Denote the longest LCS as LCSlongest.

3. If |LCSlongest| ≥ |s|/2 then add the identifier of the log message to
the LCSObject and replace the LCSseq with LCSlongest. Otherwise
add a new LCSObject to the LCSmap setting the LCSseq to s.

The paper presents ways to speed up the algorithm compared to the
basic algorithm described above, which loops through the entire LC-
Smap and calculates the LCS for every token sequence and every LC-
Sobjects LCSseq. First of all skip LCSobjects with LCSseqs of lengths less
than the previous mentioned threshold, |s|/2. They also propose us-
ing a prefix tree, commonly referred to as a trie, to prune the amount
of possible candidates in the LCSmap. As most log keys are often re-
peated, thus already exists in the trie, it dramatically improves the time
complexity. The time complexity for finding a matching LCSobject in
the trie would then be O(n) where n is the length of s. Although us-
ing a trie does not guarantee that the LCSobject found has the longest
LCS, in practice the log key tokens generally appear in the beginning of
log messages thus minimizing such issues. If no match is found in the
trie the naive approach is used instead. They empirically show in the
paper that using a trie hardly degrades the accuracy.

Papers Concerning Log Analysis and Applications

“What Supercomputers Say: A Study of Five System Logs”[24] per-
forms a case-study of event logs from five different supercomputers.
The paper attempts to provide a better understanding of how the ma-
chines generating the logs behave. They mainly discuss four issues:

• Logs do not contain sufficient information for automatic failure
detection and root cause diagnosis with acceptable confidence
without external context

• Small changes to the systems generating the logs causes massive
changes to the logs generated

• Different failure categories have different predictive signatures
in logs

• The structure of logs is inconsistent
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The issues presented are minimized in the dataset provided in this the-
sis due to the logs being generated by a singular Build and Test process
instead of multiple general purpose computing machines and due to
the specific purpose of the logs being to aid in failure classification
thus constraining their structure.

Towards informatic analysis of syslogs[27] produces a machine learn-
ing analyst system with the intention of not requiring domain experts
to understand trends, identify anomalies and investigate cause-effect
hypotheses in system event logs. In the system they use Teiresias, a
pattern discovery algorithm and SLCT for automated message typing
or log key extraction showing the usefulness of SLCT.

The “DeepLog: Anomaly Detection and Diagnosis from System Logs
through Deep Learning”[7] presents DeepLog a network for model-
ing system logs using LSTMs. By training on normal logs it learns log
patterns and detects anomalies in new logs if they deviate from the
learned patterns. In the paper they use log keys and log values as fea-
tures. To extract the log keys without external knowledge the paper
uses the “Spell” logparser. The paper shows the viability of log key
approximations by “Spell”.

“Automatic Log Analysis using Machine Learning: Awesome Auto-
matic Log Analysis version 2.0”[20] is a comprehensive study of tra-
ditional clustering methods for detecting abnormal logs, in the paper
defined as logs indicating system failures that passed automated test-
ing. The logs where generated in a CI setting at the same principal,
Ericsson, as in this thesis.
They compare multiple features and clustering methods from the do-
main of Natural Language Processing. Features explored are tf-idf,
bigrams, timestamp statistics, word count, simplified message counts
and message templates in different combinations. For text normaliza-
tion they propose to replace timestamps and digits with placehold-
ers, make all characters lower case and remove special characters only
keeping letters and digits. Timestamps are extracted as a separate fea-
ture for solutions where it makes sense. They normalize all features
so they have consistent statistical properties. The metric for the com-
parison is F-score due to the imbalance of the classes (abnormal logs is
far fewer than normal logs). Their findings indicate that bi-grams are
better features than tf-idf.
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Comparing the paper to this thesis there are some major differences
although the domain is the same, log analysis. In this project the goal
is failure category classification not binary abnormal log classification
but it provides insight in the viability of standard NLP features.

3.2 Natural Language Processing with Con-
volutional Neural Networks

As some of the classification models will use neural networks an over-
view of the state-of-the-art neural networks for text classification was
needed. Text classification shares many attributes with log classifi-
cation and almost all current state-of-the-art text classification perfor-
mances utilizes different kinds of neural networks. The focus on Con-
volutional Neural Networks is due to the limitations on computing
available.

Papers

“Convolutional Neural Networks for Sentence Classification” [16]
experiments with a simple Convolutional Neural Network with a sin-
gle hidden layer, commonly referred to as shallow-and-wide, using
static, non-static pretrained word embeddings or training the word
embeddings from scratch for sentence classification. The paper shows
that using pretrained word embeddings are superior. The pretrained
word embeddings uses Word2Vec[22].

“A Sensitivity Analysis of (and Practitioners’ Guide to) Convolu-
tional Neural Networks for Sentence Classification” [32] performs a
sensitivity analysis of the hyper-parameters of shallow-and-wide CN-
Ns architectures for sentence classification and provides a guide on
how to perform the hyper-parameter tuning. The guidelines of the
practitioner’s guide is as follow: Use pretrained word embeddings if
possible. Perform a line-search over a single kernel size for convolu-
tional filters with a stride of one to find the single best kernel size,
whilst keeping the amount of filters constant at 100. A reasonable
kernel size range is 1 to 10, but larger ones may be interesting for
longer texts. Once a single best kernel size is found explore combi-
nations of kernel sizes in the neighborhood of the best one. Once the
best combination of kernel regions are found alter the number of filters
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for each kernel region size between 100 to 600. When this is explored
use a dropout factor between 0-0.5 and a large max norm constraint
on the weight matrices. Consider different activation functions. Al-
ways use global max-pooling. When increasing the amount of filters
consider increasing the dropout factor above 0.5. Repeat the k-fold
cross-validation multiple times when evaluating model architectures.

“Very Deep Convolutional Networks for Text Classification” [5] pre-
sents a deep CNN architecture working on character level features for
text classification. As the depth increases the performance increases to
a certain point.

“Do Convolutional Networks need to be Deep for Text Classifica-
tion ?” [19] performs experiments on text classification with CNNs of
varying depths with sequences of text features on the word-level and
character-level. They show empirically that shallow-and-wide CNNs
perform better on word-level features whilst deeper CNNs are useful
on the character level.

Deep Pyramid Convolutional Neural Networks for Text Categoriza-
tion[13] presents a deep CNN architecture working on the word level
that does slightly outperform previous shallow-and-wide CNNs on
larger datasets. The architecture is built with low computational com-
plexity in mind. The architecture performs equivalent to a shallow-
and-wide CNN on smaller datasets.

“Adam: A Method for Stochastic Optimization”[17] presents the pop-
ular Adam optimizer, described thoroughly in the previous chapter.

“On the Convergence of Adam and Beyond” [26] points out a prob-
lem with Adams exponential moving average which makes the op-
timizer not correctly converge on certain optimization problems. To
combat the error they propose a different momentum using the mov-
ing maximum of past squared gradients instead. The new optimizer is
named Amsgrad. Given learning rate α, exponential decay rates β1, β2,
gradients gt of the loss-function with respect to the previous parame-
ters pt−1 and the smoothing factor ε, the new weights pt for iteration t
is calculated by the following algorithm:

1. mt = β1 ·mt−1 + (1− β1) · gt

2. vt = β2 · vt−1 + (1− β2) · g2t
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3. m̂t = mt/(1− βt
1)

4. v̂t = vt/(1− βt
2)

5. v̂t = max( ˆvt−1, vt)

6. pt = pt−1 − α · m̂t/(
√
v̂t + ε))

“Batch Normalization: Accelerating Deep Network Training by Re-
ducing Internal Covariate Shift.” [12] is the paper that popularized
the use of batch normalization in neural networks. It shows that batch
normalization speeds up the convergence when training neural net-
works and that it has a slight regularizing effect.

“Improved deep embedded clustering with local structure preserva-
tion”[10] presents a deep auto-encoder based unsupervised clustering
neural network. The architecture was used for the failed approach
which is discussed in the chapter Discussion.

3.3 Comparison of previous works with this
project

Most papers dealing with log analysis are focused on unsupervised or
supervised learning of normal and abnormal logs, whilst text classi-
fication using neural networks are focused on natural language texts
not logs. This project will use feasible close to the state-of-the-art NLP
supervised learning models to classify failure types with multiple pos-
sible categories.
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Method

This chapter describes the steps taken, and their motivations, to com-
plete the research challenge and answer the research questions.

4.1 Dataset

The dataset provided contains logs from both successful tests and un-
successful tests. Only the set of logs describing failed tests are of in-
terest as the research challenge is to design models for classification
of logs according to failure categories. Thus a dataset containing only
failed test logs is created. The new smaller dataset contained tests ran
from all sets of tests, (STSC, STEC1 and STEC2), and tracks, the dif-
ferent shared baselines. Alas only STEC1 and STEC2 have previously
been manually labeled according to failure categories. Thus all of the
classification models evaluated in the thesis uses the subset of labeled
logs, which will henceforth be referred to as the labeled subset. Char-
acteristics of the full dataset are presented in Table 4.1, and character-
istics of the labeled subset are presented in Table 4.2
On the labeled subset a small test set, 10 % of the samples, is ex-
tracted. The test set is kept unseen until the final performance eval-

Dataset # Logs
All Logs 473134

Failed Logs 18528
Labeled Subset 2333

Table 4.1: Dataset statistics

33
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Labeled Subset
Metric Value

Total # logs 2333
Total # lines 18220314

Average # lines 3435.85
Median # lines 1612
Highest # lines 431573

Table 4.2: Characteristics of the labeled subset

Set # Logs
Training 2099

Test 234

Table 4.3: Amount of logs in training set and test set

uation, except for being stratified according to the distribution of cat-
egories when randomly splitting. The motivation for the small test
set and the stratification of it is due to the small total size of the la-
beled subset. A bigger test set risks losing too much information for
a good model to be trained. As the test set is small with imbalanced
categories the risk of a category not being represented in it by a com-
pletely random split is high thus motivating the use of stratification.
To not contaminate the production environment where the full dataset
is stored an offline version of the full dataset is experimented on.

4.1.1 Failure categories

The labeled subset of the corpus have been labeled according to six cat-
egories, which in this thesis will be referred to as: a, b, c, d, e and f. The

Category Amount %
a 143 6.13
b 90 3.86
c 496 21.26
d 240 10.29
e 882 37.81
f 515 22.07

Table 4.4: Category distribution of labeled subset
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true category names have been censored. The category distribution of
the final offline version of the labeled subset is presented in Table 4.4.
It is clear that the class distribution is heavily imbalanced which needs
to be taken into account when evaluating the performance of models.

4.2 Feature Extraction

Four types of features is used to build dictionaries of the training set:
words, {1-2}-grams of words, log keys and {1,2}-grams of log keys. Word
as features is the standard feature used for state of the art text classi-
fication[13],[11],[14]. Although characters as features have been used
with success[5], character features consistently perform worse or equiv-
alent to words as features [19] whilst increasing the complexity of the
model necessary for good performance. Thus characters as features
are dismissed. Log keys have been used successfully as features for log
analysis [7] but only to detect abnormal logs in combination with log
values, thus the performance of log keys as features compared to words
needs to be evaluated. When building the dictionaries the following
steps where taken to preprocess the log entries for both word-level and
log key-level extractions:

1. Remove all newline symbols

2. Replace the characters “=><:.-,\/” with a single space

3. Convert all characters to lowercase

4. Tokenize by splitting on space

No stemming is performed as logs are assumed to have constrained
word-endings, otherwise log key extraction would not be feasible.
When performing feature extraction, logs from failed tests from STSC
are included to build the dictionary. Including them is done to lessen
dictionary misses. The failed tests should be resolved before moving
to STEC1 so doing this will still keep the test set unseen. The size of the
dictionaries are presented in Table 4.5. Log key-based dictionaries are
a lot smaller in size than their word-based counterparts which allows
for model architectures with a slower training time to be evaluated
utilizing them.
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Feature Dictionary size
Words 3515088

Word {1,2}-grams 20489560
Log Keys 27330

Log Key {1,2}-grams 128941

Table 4.5: Size of the dictionaries for different features

4.2.1 Log Key Approximation

An implementation of the “Spell”[6] log parser has been developed
in Java to approximate the log keys. The specific log parser was cho-
sen due to ease of implementation and its streaming nature. The log
parser approximates the log key, log value pairs for each log message in
the dataset. It has been slightly modified from the reference specifica-
tion in the paper. My implementation uses a small amount of regular
expressions to help the parser recognize log values. The regular expres-
sions perform the following operations on the log messages:

• Replace decimal and hexadecimal digits with the log value token
“*”

• Replace months and weekdays with “*”

• Replace timestamps with “*”

The regular expressions are not used when extracting word features
as log values can provide important information for the classification
task. This possibility is ignored when approximating the log keys as we
want the approximations to be as correct as possible to evaluate them
as features. When training the classification models the log values are
discarded and only log keys are kept as they describe what type of error
has occurred in a log message.
We assume log messages do not stretch over multiple lines when ap-
proximating the log keys. This does not hold for all log messages de-
pending on ones perspective of nested log messages. For example a
Java exception message stretches over multiple lines stating nested ex-
ceptions that have occurred. One could view each nested exception
as a log message or the fully nested message as one log message. In
this thesis we view it as multiple log messages. A Java exception that
stretches over four lines can generate four different approximated log
keys.
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Feature Max. DF: 0, Min. DF: 0 Max. DF: 0.9 Min. DF: 0.001 Max. DF: 0.9, Min. DF: 0.001
Words 3515088 3514917 174581 174410

Word {1,2}-grams 20489560 20489178 707596 707214
Log Keys 27330 27310 8195 8175

Log Key {1,2}-grams 128941 128907 29091 29057

Table 4.6: Dimensionality of the document vectors for different text
features, with different cut-offs. Applying idf-weighting does not af-
fect the dimensionality of the vectors.

4.2.2 Document matrices

24 different document matrices are built using dictionaries of words,
word {1,2}-grams, log keys and log key {1,2}-grams combined with no
idf -weighting, idf -weighting, no cut-offs and different cut-offs. The
dimensionality of each document vector is presented in Table 4.6. Only
the pure {1,2}-gram based document matrices are based on discrete
counts whilst the rest uses frequencies. The document matrices are
used to establish baseline performances and to evaluate the viability
of log key features compared to word based features for classification.

4.2.3 Temporal Sequences of Log Keys

For the Proposed Model the temporal sequences of log key dictionary in-
dexes are used as features as the results of the Words versus Log Keys
experiment indicate that log keys does not lose information for the clas-
sification task at hand.
The log key sequences are truncated, or padded with zeros, to a specific
length determined when performing the optimal shallow-and-wide
CNN architecture search. Truncation is necessary as the labeled sub-
set contains outliers of considerable length. The longest sequence is
431573. Padding to the maximal length would increase the training
time of a model substantially without providing meaningful informa-
tion for most of the dataset. The latter half of the log is kept as error
log messages generally appear closer to the end of the logs which was
verified by inspecting a majority of logs.
Instead of log keys one could use sequences of word indexes or charac-
ter indexes. Due to the computational resources available experiment-
ing on character or word level would cause problems due to comput-
ing time needed for each experiment as dictionary sizes and sequence
lengths explode. The size of the dictionary of word indexes would be
large requiring aggressive cut-offs, which would risk disregarding im-
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portant features. For both sequences of character indexes and word
indexes the length of the sequences would be problematic as the aver-
age amount of log messages in the labeled subset of logs are 3435.85,
each line containing more than two words. More complex, or larger,
model architectures would be necessary to deal with sequences of such
length which is not viable with the computational resources available.
The other option would be to perform aggressive truncation of the se-
quences but the truncation required would disregard a lot of informa-
tion. Thus only log key index sequences are experimented on.

4.3 Supervised Learning Models

This section presents the model architectures evaluated and why they
have been chosen.

4.3.1 Baselines

Multiple baselines have been trained and their performance evaluated.
They have been chosen for being previously used with success for NLP
classification tasks [15].

Multinomial naive bayes classifier

Multinomial naive bayes[15], (MNB), classifiers have had prior suc-
cess at document classification using count based document matrices.
Although it is designed for discrete counts in practice feature frequen-
cies, such as tf -idf , can also be successful. Solely relying on a MNB
classifier have not produced state of the art performances for text clas-
sification in a long time and it should be viewed as the most basic
baseline. MNB’s have been evaluated on all document matrices.

Soft-Margin Linear Support Vector Machine

A one-vs-rest soft-margin linear Support Vector Machine, (SVM), clas-
sifier has been evaluated on all document matrices. The inclusion of
the SVM classifier is motivated by such classifiers producing state-
of-the-art performances before the rise of deep learning[9]. A small
grid search of hyper-parameters was performed for the model archi-
tecture for each document matrix. The stochastic gradient descent is
performed until convergence of the training loss.
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MLP1 MLP2 MLP3
Dimension of input Dimension of input Dimension of input

256 neurons 256 neurons 256 neurons
Batch Normalization Batch Normalization Batch Normalization

Dropout(0.5) Dropout(0.5) Dropout(0.5)
6 neurons(Output) 128 neurons 128 neurons

- Batch Normalization Batch Normalization
- Dropout(0.5) Dropout(0.5)
- 6 neurons(Output) 64 neurons
- - Batch Normalization
- - Dropout(0.5)
- - 6 neurons(Output)

Table 4.7: Architectures of the MLPs when classifying document ma-
trices.

Multi layer perceptron

Three different multi layer perceptrons, (MLP), architectures have been
evaluated on viable document matrices. The MLPs are included to
provide high performing baselines using document matrices compared
to the Proposed Model using log key sequences. The activation functions
for the hidden layers are ReLU and Softmax for the output layer. After
every hidden layer batch normalization followed by a dropout of 0.5
is performed. The batch normalization is used for its slight regular-
izing effect and to provide faster convergence[12]. The regularization
provided by the batch normalization is not enough due to the small
training set thus warranting the use of dropout. The dropout factor is
set to 0.5 as the amount of parameters in the MLPs vastly outnumbers
the amount of training samples. The MLPs are trained using the Ams-
grad[26] optimizer as it fixes a convergence problem of the popular
Adam[17] optimizer for certain tasks. The Amsgrads hyperparameters
are set to the standard used by Adam: α = 0.001, β1 = 0.9, β2 = 0.999.
The loss function used is categorical cross entropy loss, to approximate
probability distributions of classes, and the batch size is set to 80 as a
compromise between memory consumption and training time. The ar-
chitectures of the MLPs are described in Table 4.7 and will be referred
to as MLP1, MLP2 and MLP3.
To find optimal weights early stopping is performed with a patience of
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10 epochs, saving the weights yielding the highest validation accuracy
which are then used to record the performance of the model.

4.3.2 Proposed Model

The proposed near state of the art model architecture is a shallow-and-
wide convolutional neural network, (CNN) [19], with an embedding
layer using sequences of log key indexes as input features. The shallow-
and-wide attribute refers to that an ensemble of convolutional ker-
nels are trained in a single layer, thus the network is wide, and that
the network only have a small amount of hidden layers, thus earning
the epithet shallow. Figure 4.1 shows an example of what will be re-
ferred to as the shallow-and-wide convolutional layer in this thesis.
The batch normalization layer is added for it’s regularizing and sta-
bilizing effect on training. The network architecture is chosen due to
deeper CNNs having slightly worse performance for word-level text
classification[19] and due to the dataset being too small for signifi-
cantly deeper architectures to provide significant improvements[13].
It is assumed that word-level classification wisdom is transferable to
log key-level classification.
Recurrent Neural Networks(RNN)[9] have been used for NLP classi-
fication tasks involving variable sized sequences[19]. The reason for
not using such an architecture is due to CNNs being close to RNNs in
text classification accuracy for the state of the art [11] with the perks of
being easier and faster to train. The problem of vanishing or explod-
ing gradients are smaller for CNNs, and CNNs are faster to train as
forward and back propagations of CNNs parallelizes easily. By using
sequences of log keys the sequences are a lot shorter than word se-
quences decreasing the amount of information lost when truncating.
The same early stopping procedure as for the MLPs is used. The loss
function used is categorical cross entropy loss. The hidden layers uses
the ReLU activation function and Softmax is used for the output layer.
Amsgrad is used as the optimizer with the same hyper-parameters as
for the MLPs.

Shallow-and-Wide CNN Architecture Search

To find the optimal shallow-and-wide CNN architecture the practi-
tioners guide in [32] are used with modifications as a full random
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Figure 4.1: An example of what will be referred to as the shallow-and-
wide convolutional layer in this thesis. In the example the shallow-
and-wide convolutional layer has 2 different kernel sizes, 2 and 3,
with 2 filters each. The input of to the shallow-and-wide convolutional
layer is, in the example pictured, sequences of length 7 with each em-
bedding vector having the dimensionality 4.
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search of hyperparameters is not feasible. Instead of stochastic gra-
dient descent Amsgrad is used for faster convergence with less fine-
tuning of optimizer hyperparameters needed.
Firstly the effect of different sequence lengths is evaluated, with a large
embedding vector size of 100 compared to the size of the log key dic-
tionary, using the base model recommended in [32]. The sequence
lengths tested are 100, 1545 the median amount of lines in the training
set, 3424 the average amount of line in the training set, 5000 and 10000.
Then instead of a line search over single kernel-sizes, a grid search of
embedding vector sizes and kernel-sizes is performed. The sizes of the
embedding vectors searched over is [10,20,30,40,50, 100]. As the length
of sequences are a lot longer than the datasets being experimented on
in the practitioners guide the search over kernel sizes are performed
over kernel sizes 1-15 inclusive instead of 1-10. Initially the amount of
filters are set to 100 as in the paper. Once an optimal single kernel size
has been found the amount of convolutional kernels are varied from
1-5 using kernel sizes close to, or the same as, the single optimal one
just as in the practitioners guide.
Once the optimal configuration of kernels have been established a ran-
dom search of different amounts of filters for each kernel size are per-
formed with dropout added before the output layer. As the training
set is quite small the dropout factor d is set to 0.5 to lessen overfitting
issues during the random searches. d is not varied as suggested in
the paper due to computational restrictions. Each kernel filter have a
max-norm of 3 as in [16]. Lastly an evaluation of adding fully con-
nected layers between the shallow-and-wide convolutional layer and
the output layer is performed. After each fully connected layer batch
normalization and dropout, with a dropout factor of 0.5, is performed.
The different fully connected layers added are shown in Table 4.8.
The full hyper-parameter search for the architecture process used in
this thesis is thus:

1. Evaluate different lengths of sequences to be truncated or padded
to, using a shallow-and-wide CNN with kernel sizes of 2, 3 and
4 with 100 filters each, as recommended as a baseline in [32], and
a large embedding vector size of 100 compared to the dictionary
size. The lengths evaluated are 100, 1545 the median amount of
lines, 3424 the average amount of lines, 5000 and 10000.

2. Grid search over embedded vector sizes: 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, and
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the single kernel sizes: 1-15, with 100 filters.

3. Search over combinations of kernel sizes in the neighborhood of
the previous best single filter. The size of the neighborhoods are
varied between 1 and 5.

4. Random search over different amounts of filters for each kernel
size with a dropout of 0.5 added after the batch normalization.
The amount of filters is varied between 100 and 600 as recom-
mended in the practitioners guide.

5. Evaluate adding the fully connected layers in Table 4.8 before the
output layer. After each fully connected layer batch normaliza-
tion followed by dropout, with a dropout factor of 0.5, is per-
formed.

F.C. layers
64
128
256
512
64, 32
128, 64
256, 128
512, 256
128, 64, 32
256, 128, 64
256, 128, 64, 32
512, 256, 128, 64

Table 4.8: The fully connected layers(F.C. layers) added before the out-
put layer in the shallow-and-wide CNN architecture search.

4.4 Evaluation

To evaluate the performance of different models 10-fold cross-validation
is performed on the training set. The cross-validation is repeated 5
times and the average validation accuracy, standard deviation of the
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accuracy, the average macro F1-score and the standard deviations of
the average macro F1-scores over all trials and folds are recorded. The
macro F1-score metric is recorded to make sure the models do not ig-
nore the smaller classes due to the imbalanced category distribution.
The folds are kept static for all evaluations. The amount of folds is 10
due to the small size of the labeled subset to ensure enough data is
retained for training, and each fold is stratified to ensure all categories
are present in each validation set. The cross-validation is repeated 5
times to combat variance due to certain classification models stochastic
nature and is limited to 5 to keep the computational time reasonable.
The evaluation procedure is adapted from [32] with some differences.
A smaller amount of repetitions of the cross-validations is done, 5 in-
stead of 100, to keep the computational time reasonable, especially as
when finding the architecture parameters for the proposed shallow-
and-wide CNN model requires many models to be evaluated. Not
only the validation accuracy is recorded but also the macro F1-score,
and instead of the maximum and minimum of the variances, the stan-
dard deviation is recorded which provide equivalent information.

Test set evaluation

Once all models have been evaluated via the above described proce-
dure the top model of each architecture are chosen according to the top
average validation accuracies. They are then trained using the easiest
to classify validation set fold. The reasoning is that due to the small
dataset high impact samples are contained in the harder to accurately
classify validation set folds and should therefore be seen during train-
ing. The training is repeated 30 times and the model achieving the
highest validation accuracy is chosen to be evaluated on the test set.
The model architectures accuracy and macro F1-score is then calcu-
lated using the unseen test set. When evaluating on the test set features
not in the dictionary during training time are ignored.

4.5 Experiments

Multiple experiments have been performed using the evaluation pro-
cedures described in section 4.4 and adequately accomplish the re-
search challenge.
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4.5.1 Words versus Log Keys

The first experiment performed answers Research Question 1:“What
feature extractions are viable for log classification?” and establishes
baselines for the Proposed Model. The experiment consists of evalu-
ating the performance of two classification models using a Multino-
mial Naive Bayes classifier and a multi-class soft-margin linear Sup-
port Vector Machine. The SVM have a coarse grid search performed
for its hyper-parameters for each document representation. The main
interest of the experiment is to see how log keys performs compared to
words for log classification.

4.5.2 MLPs Trained on Viable Document Matrices

The MLP architectures described in table 4.7 are trained on the viable
document matrices established in the Words versus Log Keys experi-
ment to establish a baseline for comparison to the shallow-and-wide
CNN model working on sequences of features.

4.5.3 Shallow-and-Wide CNN Architecture Search

5 experiments are performed to decide the shallow-and-wide CNN ar-
chitecture each experiment corresponding to a step in section 4.3.2.

Log Key Sequence Length

To determine how long the log key sequences should be for the Pro-
posed model a base shallow-and-wide CNN is evaluated on different
lengths of log key sequences.

Grid Search over Embedding Vector Sizes and Single Kernel Sizes

To find a viable combination of embedding vector sizes and single ker-
nel sizes a grid search is performed and each resulting model is evalu-
ated.

Search over Ensembles of Kernel Sizes

Ensembles of kernel sizes in the neighborhood of the best one in the
previous experiment is evaluated.
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Random Search over Different Amount of Filters

To find viable filters for each kernel size a random search over filters is
performed and each model evaluated.

Adding Fully Connected Layers

Finally different amounts of fully connected layers, of varying sizes,
are added and the performance of the models is evaluated.

4.5.4 Test Set Performances

The last experiment performed compares the top performing models
on the test set. The goal of the experiment is to see how well each ar-
chitecture generalizes to completely unseen sample. For architectures
requiring early stopping on the validation set one will see the true per-
formance on a set not indirectly optimized for. The test set will also
contain features not present in the dictionaries built from the training
set thus measuring how well the models handles dictionary misses.

4.6 Tools used

Various tools were used to implement solutions.

• To feature extract the logs, train the linear SVM and the MNB the
Python library Sci-Kit Learn was used.

• To build the neural networks the Python library Keras using the
Tensorflow backend was utilized.

• To implement the “Spell” log parser Java and its standard library
were used.

• To organize the dataset various Linux utilities were used such as
AWK and SCP.
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Results

In this chapter the results of the experiments described in the previ-
ous chapter are presented. f-idf is used as shorthand for frequency
weighted by inverse document frequency. Bold font for a value in a
table indicates the highest value in a column.

5.1 Words versus Log Keys

Table 5.1 presents the results of using a Multinomial Naive Bayes(MNB)
Classifier with the document matrices. Only {1,2}-grams retains some
information about feature ordering in the document representations.
For the MNB classifier the {1,2}-grams without inverse document fre-
quency, (idf ), weighting is based on discrete counts, the rest uses fre-
quencies. Table 5.2 present the results of using a soft-margin linear
Support Vector Machine(SVM). For the SVM the {1,2}-grams without
idf weighting is normalized.

47
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Words
Document matrix Max. df Min. df Mean Val. Acc. Val. Acc. Std Mean Macro. F1. Macro. F1. Std

{1,2}-grams - - 0.5866 0.02252 0.3701 0.02670
{1,2}-grams - 0.001 0.5199 0.02453 0.3844 0.02589
{1,2}-grams 0.9 - 0.5895 0.02799 0.3923 0.03543
{1,2}-grams 0.9 0.001 0.5275 0.02480 0.3993 0.02612

tf-idf - - 0.4984 0.0122 0.2283 0.0092
tf-idf - 0.001 0.5270 0.0228 0.2526 0.0182
tf-idf 0.9 - 0.5065 0.0135 0.2339 0.0106
tf-idf 0.9 0.001 0.5279 0.02367 0.2544 0.0210

{1,2}-gramsf-idf - - 0.5175 0.0172 0.2436 0.0134
{1,2}-grams f-idf - 0.001 0.5384 0.0226 0.2706 0.02458
{1,2}-grams f-idf 0.9 - 0.5236 0.0160 0.2519 0.0134
{1,2}-grams f-idf 0.9 0.001 0.5403 0.0249 0.2780 0.02623

Log keys
Document matrix Max. df Min. df Mean Val. Acc. Val. Acc. Std Mean Macro. F1. Macro. F1. Std

{1,2}-grams - - 0.5504 0.0302 0.4339 0.0340
{1,2}-grams - 0.001 0.4822 0.0281 0.3848 0.0349
{1,2}-grams 0.9 - 0.5504 0.0294 0.4345 0.0333
{1,2}-grams 0.9 0.001 0.4793 0.0286 0.3818 0.0348

Log Key f-idf - - 0.5732 0.0240 0.3294 0.02065
Log Key f-idf - 0.001 0.5594 0.03087 0.3257 0.0306
Log Key f-idf 0.9 - 0.5736 0.02454 0.3300 0.02127
Log Key f-idf 0.9 0.001 0.5628 0.02964 0.3287 0.0304

{1,2}-grams f-idf - - 0.5627 0.0206 0.3093 0.0157
{1,2}-grams f-idf - 0.001 0.5475 0.0279 0.3069 0.0239
{1,2}-grams f-idf 0.9 - 0.5651 0.0228 0.3125 0.0186
{1,2}-grams f-idf 0.9 0.001 0.5485 0.0286 0.3082 0.0254

Table 5.1: Performance of the different document matrices using the
Multinomial Naive Bayes Classifier. The metrics are calculated by av-
eraging 5 runs of stratified 10-fold crossvalidation on the training set.
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Words
Document matrix Max DF Min DF Mean Val. Acc. Val. Acc. Std Mean Macro. F1. Macro. F1. Std

{1,2}-grams - - 0.6012 0.0418 0.5023 0.0459
{1,2}-grams - 0.001 0.6092 0.0454 0.5086 0.0467
{1,2}-grams 0.9 - 0.6040 0.0506 0.5017 0.0527
{1,2}-grams 0.9 0.001 0.6070 0.0459 0.5096 0.0459

tf-idf - - 0.7694 0.0242 0.7106 0.0314
tf-idf - 0.001 0.7698 0.0186 0.7089 0.0312
tf-idf 0.9 - 0.7700 0.0223 0.7103 0.0312
tf-idf 0.9 0.001 0.7660 0.0209 0.7039 0.0353

{1,2}-grams f-idf - - 0.7708 0.0241 0.7121 0.0389
{1,2}-grams f-idf - 0.001 0.7649 0.0177 0.7043 0.0322
{1,2}-grams f-idf 0.9 - 0.7698 0.0232 0.7122 0.0377
{1,2}-grams f-idf 0.9 0.001 0.7665 0.0159 0.7050 0.0317

Log keys
Document matrix Max DF Min DF Mean Val. Acc. Val. Acc. Std Mean Macro. F1. Macro. F1. Std

{1,2}-grams - - 0.6391 0.0540 0.5622 0.0543
{1,2}-grams - 0.001 0.6352 0.0604 0.5573 0.0553
{1,2}-grams 0.9 - 0.6602 0.0412 0.5825 0.0501
{1,2}-grams 0.9 0.001 0.6456 0.0380 0.5603 0.0448

Log Key f-idf - - 0.7668 0.0219 0.7103 0.0340
Log Key f-idf - 0.001 0.7631 0.0228 0.7048 0.0341
Log Key f-idf 0.9 - 0.7655 0.0236 0.7082 0.0353
Log Key f-idf 0.9 0.001 0.7634 0.0220 0.7069 0.0335

{1,2}-grams f-idf - - 0.7720 0.0187 0.7215 0.0311
{1,2}-grams f-idf - 0.001 0.7690 0.0146 0.7112 0.0273
{1,2}-grams f-idf 0.9 - 0.7731 0.0187 0.7230 0.0294
{1,2}-grams f-idf 0.9 0.001 0.7665 0.0183 0.7055 0.0321

Table 5.2: Performance of the different document matrices using the
multi-class SVM classifier. The metrics are calculated by averaging 5
runs of stratified 10-fold cross-validation.

5.2 MLPs on Viable Document Matrices

Tables 5.3, 5.4 and 5.5 present the results of using MLP1, MLP2 and
MLP3 neural networks architectures respectively. The architectures
are tested on the idf weighted log key features as idf weighting outper-
forms normalized feature counts, and log keys providing equivalent
performance to words according to table 5.2.
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Document matrix Max. df Min. df Mean Val. Acc. Val. Acc. Std Mean Macro. F1. Macro. F1. Std
Log Key f-idf - - 0.7775 0.0227 0.7207 0.0310
Log Key f-idf - 0.001 0.7754 0.0220 0.7147 0.0284
Log Key f-idf 0.9 - 0.7800 0.0247 0.7245 0.0333
Log Key f-idf 0.9 0.001 0.7735 0.0202 0.7195 0.0265

{1,2}-grams f-idf - - 0.7821 0.0204 0.7254 0.0262
{1,2}-grams f-idf - 0.001 0.7775 0.0209 0.7209 0.0308
{1,2}-grams f-idf 0.9 - 0.7776 0.0234 0.7215 0.0311
{1,2}-grams f-idf 0.9 0.001 0.7758 0.0233 0.7207 0.0293

Table 5.3: Performance of the different document matrices using
MLP1. The metrics are calculated by averaging 5 runs of stratified
10-fold cross-validation.

Document matrix Max. df Min. df Mean Val. Acc. Val. Acc. Std Mean Macro. F1. Macro. F1. Std
Log Key f-idf - - 0.7807 0.0195 0.7235 0.0313
Log Key f-idf - 0.001 0.7769 0.0221 0.7238 0.0304
Log Key f-idf 0.9 - 0.7786 0.0210 0.7211 0.0309
Log Key f-idf 0.9 0.001 0.7754 0.0237 0.7208 0.0367

{1,2}-grams f-idf - - 0.7820 0.0212 0.7237 0.0281
{1,2}-grams f-idf - 0.001 0.7786 0.0228 0.7202 0.0332
{1,2}-grams f-idf 0.9 - 0.7835 0.0222 0.7281 0.0309
{1,2}-grams f-idf 0.9 0.001 0.7804 0.0197 0.7215 0.0302

Table 5.4: Performance of the different document matrices using
MLP2. The metrics are calculated by averaging 5 runs of stratified
10-fold cross-validation.

Document matrix Max. df Min. df Mean Val. Acc. Val. Acc. Std Mean Macro. F1. Macro. F1. Std
Log Key f-idf - - 0.7819 0.0201 0.7249 0.0288
Log Key f-idf - 0.001 0.7783 0.0215 0.7214 0.0308
Log Key f-idf 0.9 - 0.7804 0.0183 0.7220 0.0327
Log Key f-idf 0.9 df0.001 0.7778 0.0193 0.7180 0.0318

{1,2}-grams f-idf - - 0.7835 0.0205 0.7318 0.0337
{1,2}-grams f-idf - 0.001 0.7757 0.0199 0.7161 0.0368
{1,2}-grams f-idf 0.9 - 0.7820 0.0232 0.7239 0.0347
{1,2}-grams f-idf 0.9 - 0.7791 0.0210 0.7196 0.0324

Table 5.5: Performance of the different document matrices using
MLP3. The metrics are calculated by averaging 5 runs of stratified
10-fold cross-validation.

5.3 Shallow-and-Wide CNN Architecture Search

This section presents the results used for determining the shallow-and-
wide CNN architecture, as discussed in the Method chapter.
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Log Key Sequence Length

Table 5.6 shows the performance using a baseline for different lengths
of log key sequences. The average log key sequence length, equivalent
to the average amount of lines, for each sample gives the highest vali-
dation accuracy and macro F1 score. Thus all sequences are truncated
or padded to 3424 in the following experiments.

Length Mean Val. Acc. Val. Acc. Std Mean Macro. F1. Macro. F1. Std
100 0.5832 0.0428 0.4402 0.0626

1545(median) 0.7791 0.0212 0.7171 0.0347
3424(mean) 0.7819 0.0232 0.7236 0.0334

5000 0.7777 0.0208 0.7178 0.0315
10000 0.7779 0.0247 0.7203 0.0296

Table 5.6: Performance of shallow-and-wide CNN, with kernel sizes
3, 4, 5 with 100 filters each and an embedding vector size of 100, on
different amounts of truncation of log key sequences.

Grid Search over Embedding Vector Sizes and Single Kernel Sizes

Table 5.7 presents the top 5 results, by validation accuracy, when per-
forming a grid search over different embedding vector sizes and single
kernel sizes.

Kernel size Embedding size Mean Val. Acc. Val. Acc. Std Mean Macro. F1. Mean Macro. F1. Std
12 20 0.7891 0.0205 0.7288 0.0302
7 10 0.7886 0.0227 0.7275 0.0315
8 20 0.7880 0.0223 0.7271 0.0354
7 20 0.7878 0.0247 0.7299 0.0302
9 20 0.7878 0.0197 0.7263 0.0351

Table 5.7: Top five performances according to validation accuracy from
the grid search over embedding vector sizes and a single kernel size
using the top sequence length from table 5.6. The grid search is per-
formed over 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 100 for embedding vector sizes and
kernel sizes 1 to 15. The amount of filters is kept static at 100

Search over Ensembles of Kernel Sizes

Using the top kernel size and embedding vector size, 12 and 20 respec-
tively, a search of ensemble of kernel sizes in the neighbourhood of 12
is performed and presented in table 5.8. The amount of filters for each
kernel size is kept static at a 100.
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Kernel sizes Avg. Val. Acc. Val. Acc. Std Avg. Macro. F1. Macro. F1. Std
12 0.7891 0.0205 0.7288 0.0302
11, 12 0.7866 0.0212 0.7267 0.0318
12, 12 0.7857 0.0200 0.7256 0.0290
12, 13 0.7865 0.0195 0.7327 0.0251
10, 11, 12 0.7896 0.0235 0.7316 0.0317
11, 12, 13 0.7862 0.0226 0.7284 0.0290
12, 13, 14 0.7840 0.0220 0.7242 0.0281
9, 10, 11, 12 0.7848 0.0223 0.7266 0.0276
10, 11, 12, 13 0.7856 0.0217 0.7249 0.0276
11, 12, 13, 14 0.7869 0.0201 0.7280 0.0283
12, 12, 12, 12 0.7867 0.0212 0.7304 0.0276
12, 13, 14, 15 0.7852 0.0206 0.7253 0.0290
8, 9, 10, 11, 12 0.7859 0.0193 0.7269 0.0282
9, 10, 11, 12, 13 0.7843 0.0194 0.7286 0.0285
10, 11, 12, 13, 14 0.7827 0.0202 0.7237 0.0287
12, 12, 12, 12, 12 0.7867 0.0191 0.7257 0.0286
11, 12, 13, 14, 15 0.7876 0.0186 0.7291 0.0294
12, 13, 14, 15, 16 0.7830 0.0192 0.7232 0.0290

Table 5.8: Performances of kernel sizes near the top kernel size from
table 5.7 using the top sequence length from table 5.6. The amount of
filters is kept static at 100 for all kernel sizes.

Random Search over Different Amount of Filters

Table 5.9 presents results of the top performing filter sizes when us-
ing the top ensemble of kernel sizes, 10, 11 and 12, from table 5.8. To
evaluate different filter sizes a random search was performed.

Filter sizes Avg. Val. Acc. Val. Acc. Std Avg. Macro. F1. Macro. F1. Std
105, 128, 164 0.7924 0.0226 0.7361 0.0293
104, 244, 235 0.7923 0.0178 0.7342 0.0296
154, 142, 149 0.7922 0.0200 0.7373 0.0279
160, 165, 100 0.7923 0.0238 0.7343 0.0346
134, 119, 147 0.7899 0.0226 0.7319 0.0318

Table 5.9: Top 5 performances of different amounts of filters using the
top ensemble of kernel sizes from table5.8 with the top sequence length
from table 5.6.

Adding Fully Connected Layers

Finally different fully connected layers was added between the con-
volutional layer and the output layer using the top performing filter
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sizes, 105, 128 and 164 for each kernel size 10,11 and 12. The results
are presented in table 5.10.

F.C. layers Mean Val. Acc. Val. Acc. Std Mean Macro. F1. Val. F1. Std
64 0.7973 0.0220 0.7378 0.0319
128 0.7950 0.0214 0.7429 0.0302
256 0.7919 0.0198 0.7381 0.0283
512 0.7938 0.0251 0.7401 0.0339
64, 32 0.7921 0.0167 0.7155 0.0509
128, 64 0.7973 0.0221 0.7397 0.0366
256, 128 0.7945 0.0182 0.7402 0.0335
512, 256 0.7918 0.0264 0.7361 0.0380
128, 64, 32 0.7760 0.0303 0.6406 0.0967
256, 128, 64 0.7900 0.0200 0.7233 0.0535
256, 128, 64, 32 0.7365 0.0276 0.5138 0.0781
512, 256, 128, 64 0.7802 0.0269 0.6970 0.0829

Table 5.10: Performances when adding fully connected layers between
the shallow-and-wide convolutional layer, found in table 5.9, and the
output layer, with the top sequence length from table 5.6. Between
each layer batch normalization and a dropout of 0.5 is performed. Col-
umn F.C. Layers describes the amount of neurons for each added layer.
Each number represents a layer.

Final Shallow-and-Wide CNN Architecture

Here the final architecture found is presented fully. The structure of
the shallow-and-wide convolutional layer can be found in figure 4.1.

Layer Parameters
Input Layer Length: 3424
Embedding Layer Vector size: 20
Shallow-and-Wide Convolutional Layer Kernel sizes: 10, 11, 12; Filters: 105, 128, 164
Dropout Factor: 0.5
Fully Connected Layer Neurons: 128
Batch Normalization -
Dropout Factor: 0.5
Fully Connected Layer Neurons: 64
Batch Normalization -
Dropout Factor: 0.5
Output Layer Neurons: 6

Table 5.11: The final shallow-and-wide CNN architecture.
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5.4 Test set Performances

In this section the results of the evaluation of the top performing model
architectures, according to validation accuracy, is presented. Table 5.12
summarizes the results of the top performing models. The MNB clas-
sifier is not evaluated due to its extremely poor performance during
cross-validation. Table 5.11 shows the architecture of the final CNN
and table 4.7 presents the MLP3 architecture. Table 5.13 presents the
accuracy and the macro F1-score on the test set for each model archi-
tecture. As the Linear SVM classifier does not require a validation set
for early stopping it was evaluated without one as well. For each ar-
chitecture the model was trained 30 times and the model having the
highest validation accuracy, or training accuracy for the linear SVM
without a validation set, was chosen to be evaluated on the test set.

Model Feature Mean Val. Acc. Mean Macro F1-Score
SVM Log key {1,2}-grams f-idf, 0.9 cut-off 0.7731 0.7121
MLP3 Log key {1,2}-grams f-idf 0.7835 0.7318
CNN Log key sequences 0.7973 0.7397

Table 5.12: Summary of the cross-validation performances for the
models chosen to be evaluated on the test set.

Model Feature Val. Acc. Test Acc. Test Macro F1-Score
SVM Log key {1,2}-grams f-idf, 0.9 cut-off 0.8086 0.7991 0.7331
SVM Log key {1,2}-grams f-idf, 0.9 cut-off - 0.7991 0.7363
MLP3 Log key {1,2}-grams f-idf 0.8278 0.7906 0.7295
CNN Log key sequences 0.8558 0.8120 0.7620

Table 5.13: Performance of the final model architectures. The training
was repeated 30 times and the model giving the highest validation
accuracy, or training accuracy for the model without a validation set,
was evaluated on the test set.

Confusion matrices

To provide insight over how the different models deal with the im-
balanced class distribution, the confusion matrix is provided for each
model in this section.
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Class Precision Recall F1-score
a 0.78 0.50 0.61
b 0.67 0.67 0.67
c 0.90 0.92 0.91
d 0.74 0.58 0.65
e 0.84 0.90 0.87
f 0.67 0.71 0.69

Table 5.14: Confusion matrix for the linear SVM on the test set when
using a validation set

Class Precision Recall F1-score
a 0.78 0.50 0.61
b 0.67 0.67 0.67
c 0.92 0.90 0.91
d 0.75 0.62 0.68
e 0.82 0.91 0.86
f 0.68 0.69 0.69

Table 5.15: Confusion matrix for the linear SVM on the test set using
no validation set

Class Precision Recall F1-score
a 0.75 0.64 0.69
b 0.62 0.56 0.59
c 0.92 0.90 0.91
d 0.68 0.62 0.65
e 0.87 0.86 0.87
f 0.62 0.71 0.67

Table 5.16: Confusion matrix for MLP3 on the test set
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Class Precision Recall F1-score
a 0.75 0.50 0.60
b 1.00 0.62 0.77
c 0.96 0.98 0.97
d 0.71 0.81 0.76
e 0.89 0.91 0.90
f 0.78 0.80 0.79

Table 5.17: Confusion matrix for the shallow-and-wide CNN on the
test set
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Discussion

In this chapter the results of the experiments and their implications are
discussed. The research challenge is regarded in light of the results and
the literature study. The viability of automated log classification is dis-
cussed as well as concerns regarding the validity of the results. A dis-
cussion of the failed initial approach using cluster-then-label methods
is provided. Finally ethics and sustainability concerns are addressed.

6.1 Experiments

This section discusses the results of the Words versus Log Keys experi-
ment, MLPs on Viable Document Matrices experiment, the Shallow-and-
Wide CNN Architecture Search experiment and the final Test set Perfor-
mances and what qualitative conclusions can be drawn.

6.1.1 Words versus Log Keys

The aim of the Words versus Log Keys experiment was to determine if
log key features are as viable as word features for classification. Here
the results of the experiment, the cross validation of the Multinomial
Naive Bayes classifier and the Support Vector Machines, will be dis-
cussed and their implications surmised.

Multinomial Naive Bayes

The results of classifying with a Multinomial Naive Bayes classifier is
presented in table 5.1. {1,2}-grams, using words, has the highest val-
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idation accuracy overall, with an accuracy of 0.5895, although log key
frequencies with inverse document frequency weightings is close with
0.5736. Using log key based features consistently outperforms word
features with respect to the macro F1-score. An upper cut-off of 0.9, i.e.
removing features appearing in more than 90% of documents, consis-
tently improves accuracy and macro F1-scores, whilst a lower cut-off
of 0.001 improves performance for word based features and negatively
impacts the performance of log key based features. This is due to the
considerably smaller dictionary size for log keys thus each feature ex-
plains more of each document. Overall the accuracy and the F1 scores
are bad for the MNB classifiers especially when considering the class
imbalance of the dataset. Correctly classifying all samples as either e
and f would give an accuracy of 60 %. The poor macro F1 scores
reflect the classifiers poor performance on the smaller classes.

Linear Soft-Margin Support Vector Machine

Table 5.2 shows the results of the multi-class linear soft-margin Sup-
port Vector Machine, (SVM), classifier trained with stochastic gradient
descent. The maximum accuracy and macro F1-score is both achieved,
0.7731 and 0.7230 respectively, by using log key{1,2}-grams frequencies
with inverse document frequency weighting. A trend that holds for
both types of features is that idf weighting has a large positive influ-
ence on accuracy and an even larger influence on the macro F1-score.
This indicates that the smaller classes contain rarer features, compared
to the full dataset, necessary to correctly classify them. Using an up-
per cut-off of 0.9 have a negligible effect on the accuracy, and F1-score.
Using a lower cut-off of 0.001 consistently negatively affects the macro
F1-score due to the cut-off affecting the smaller classes more severely.
In general features using idf weighting have best performance.

Conclusions of the Experiment

The results of the Words versus Log Keys indicate that using log keys as
features provide equivalent performance as words and that idf weight-
ing is important for document matrix representations. If the perfor-
mance of the log keys is an attribute of the imperfect log key approx-
imations generated by the “Spell” log parser is unclear and requires
further experimentation to establish. Using log key features provides
vastly smaller dictionary sizes compared to word features, which de-
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creases both memory consumption and computational time required
when training models thus larger models have become viable. Due to
each log key corresponding to a full line in the logs temporal sequences
of log keys is shorter than corresponding sequences of words. In light
of the results the MLP1, MLP2 and MLP3 architectures were evaluated
on the log key frequencies and the {1,2}-grams of log key frequencies
both using idf weighting.

6.1.2 Multi-Layer Perceptrons on Viable Document Ma-
trices

Tables 5.3, 5.4 and 5.5 present the results of the different multi-layer
perceptron architectures using idf weighted log key based document
matrices. The MLPs use state of the art regularizing and convergence
techniques, batch normalization and dropout, after each hidden layer.
{1,2}-grams frequencies consistently outperform log key frequencies
which indicates that pairs of log keys consistently repeat in the dataset.
MLP2 and MLP3 have equivalent top accuracies, 0.7835, although MLP3
has a better macro F1-score, 0.7318. In light of the results MLP3 with
the idf weighted {1,2}-grams of log key frequencies was chosen to be
evaluated on the test set.

6.1.3 Shallow-and-Wide CNN Architecture Search

Multiple experiments were performed during the architecture search
for the shallow-and-wide CNN.

Log Key Sequence Length

Firstly a good length of log key sequences needed to be found for the
CNN. Each sequence is either truncated or padded to a certain length.
As error log messages generally appear close to the end of each log
the sequences are truncated to the ending. A simple baseline model
was used to determine the appropriate length consisting of one hidden
shallow-and-wide convolutional layer, with kernel sizes 3,4,5 and 100
filters each, recommended as a baseline for text classification in [32].
The embedding vectors size was set to 100. The results are presented
in 5.6. Interestingly the peak occurs at the rounded average of the
length of sequences in the training set. The reason for this is unclear
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and may be due to the non-exhaustive search. All sequences used in
the following experiments have a length of 3424.

Grid Search over Embedding Vector Sizes and Single Kernel Sizes

Table 5.7 presents the top five performances of single kernel sizes and
embedding vector sizes. Quite small embedding sizes provide the best
performance, which is due to the tendency of larger embedding sizes
to overfit on the small dictionary of log keys. A kernel size of 12 and
embedding vector size of 20 gave the highest mean validation accu-
racy and was thus used in the following experiment. The high kernel
size is related to the considerable length of the sequences used as fea-
tures.

Search over Ensembles of Kernel Sizes

The performance of different kernel sizes in the neighborhood of 12
is presented. The highest validation accuracy was provided by the
kernel size ensemble of 10, 11, 12. The difference between the valida-
tion accuracy of the kernel size ensemble and the single kernel size of
12 was minimal but the kernel ensemble provided a higher average
macro F1-score and was thus chosen for the next experiment.

Random Search over Different Amount of Filters

The different amount of filters was varied between 100 and 600 for
each kernel size, with a dropout of a factor of 0.5 added after the
shallow-and-wide convolutional layer. As the results show the best
performing amount filters was between a 100 and 200 due to overfit-
ting. An increase in the dropout factor can positively influence higher
amounts of filters.

Fully connected layers

Finally different fully connected layers was added after the shallow-
and-wide convolutional layer, each added layer having batch normal-
ization and dropout performed on their output. An addition of a sin-
gle fully connected layer with 64 neurons and and an addition of 2
layers with 128 neurons followed by a fully connected layer with 64
neurons provided equivalent top validation accuracy. The two fully
connected layers did provide a better average macro F1-score and was
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chosen for the final model evaluated on the test set. The experiment
indicate that the features learned by the CNN filters have non-linear
correlations that can be exploited.

Conclusions of the experiments

Using a shallow-and-wide CNN started to outperform the document
matrix representations as soon as a proper length of sequences was
established. The final architecture to be evaluated on the test set is
presented in table 5.11.

6.1.4 Test Set Performances

The CNN model clearly outperforms the other models on the test set.
The linear SVMs outperforms the MLP, for both metrics. The reason
for this is due to the MLP indirectly overfitting on the validation set
when following the early stopping procedure. The linear SVMs were
evaluated with a validation set, to keep the amount of samples used in
the training set similar for all the models, and without a validation set
to determine if increasing the amount of samples seen during training
positively affects the results. Interestingly no validation set does not
provide higher accuracy than the one using a validation set. This indi-
cates that the samples in the validation set do not have a meaningful
impact on the support vectors.
Before considering the confusion matrices in tables 5.14, 5.15, 5.16 and
5.17, peruse table 4.4 describing the imbalanced class distribution. The
three smallest classes a, b and d consistently have the poorest F1-scores.
This is expected as the 3 smallest classes have far fewer examples seen
during training than the rest and thus may not provide sufficient ex-
posure to the possible sample space of the a, b and d classes. c is the
easiest class to correctly categorize and the CNN achieves almost per-
fect accuracy on it. Overall the models handling of the imbalanced
categories is acceptable thus not requiring any special considerations.

Conclusions of the experiment

Dictionary misses do not have a high impact on the results, indicating
that failures that occur can be inferred from occurrences of non-unique
log keys. It is also clear that the shallow-and-wide CNN outperforms
the models using document matrix representations and should thus be
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used if one wants to have the best performance. Other considerations
may be made though such as computational resources available which
may disqualify the CNN. If the dataset grows to a large size the linear
SVM is the most efficient to train.

6.2 Viability of Automated Classification of
Logs

The accuracy of the best performing classification model is slightly
lower than 80% during cross-validation which is not good enough to
fully automate the categorization of failures. Thus the model should
be used as an aid. Due to the cross-entropy loss function used the
model approximates the probability distribution of the failure cate-
gories a log belongs to, providing valuable information for manual
categorization.

6.3 Addressing the Research challenge

A useful classification model for log classification has been designed.
According to the results a shallow-and-wide CNN trained on log key
sequences as approximated by the “Spell” log parser performs the best
with the resources available.

6.3.1 Addressing the Research Questions

This section will answer and discuss the specific research questions of
this thesis.

What feature extractions are viable for log classificaton?

Feature extractions based on words, such as tf-idf and n-grams, are
widely used and accepted for Natural Language Processing classifica-
tion tasks [15]. As logs are a subset of natural language documents
word features can be used for classification and have been used with
success for anomaly detection[20]. As the semantic structure for each
log message is more constrained than for natural languages sentences
it is viable to extract what is called log key, log Value pairs[6]. Log keys
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have been used in state of the art log applications [7] for anomaly de-
tection but in my literature study no paper was found using log keys
for classification. In general there is a lack of papers dealing with log
classification outside of the binary detection of anomalies. The results
of the Words versus Log Keys Experiment indicate that log key based fea-
tures are viable features compared to word based features whilst pro-
viding a great dimensionality reduction of the dictionary size.

How to design a classification model architecture for a small dataset
consisting of logs with an imbalanced class distribution?

During the literature study multiple classification models were found
as viable for NLP classification tasks; MNB classifiers, linear SVMs,
MLPs and shallow-and-wide CNNs. Due to time-constraints most ef-
fort was expended to design the shallow-and-wide CNN. To design
the CNN easy to follow guidelines were provided by the paper [32].
The guide was adapted for use with longer sequences, log key fea-
tures and the computational resources available. To combat overfitting
issues with a small dataset heavy regularization was used when ap-
plicable. The models provided adequate handling of the imbalanced
dataset out-of-the-box and thus no further special consideration was
needed except from an evaluation metric perspective.

How to evaluate the models performance?

From the literature study it was found that repeated trials of k-fold
cross-validation is used for architecture decisions and evaluation on
the test set is only done to compare the final performance of chosen
model architectures to not bias the test set. Due to the imbalanced
class distribution, the accuracy metric had to be supplemented with
the macro F1-score which penalizes ignoring classes.

How to keep the models viable when the attributes of the Build and
Test process change?

One way to keep the models viable is to continually retrain the model
as new labeled samples become available, especially as the dataset is
small. One could automate the architecture search as well to ensure
optimal configuration. If the dataset becomes large in the future, thus
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making retraining from scratch unfeasible, gradient descent based op-
timizers does support online learning[9], either by using stochastic
gradient descent or mini-batch gradient descent. New labeled samples
then become another mini-batch added on the already trained model.

6.4 Validity of the Results

The experiments were performed on real data provided by the princi-
pal. The dataset is confidential as it contains insights to the principals
Build and Test process. From this follows that the implemented solu-
tions are confidential as they might indirectly provide insight. This
is a problem for the validity of the results as the experiments can-
not be replicated and examined by an external source. To combat this
problem the experiment parameters have been thoroughly described
to ensure that the experiments can at least be reproduced on similar
datasets. The validity of the results can be reasoned about from the
perspective of construct validity, internal validity and conclusion va-
lidity[23].

Construct Validity

Construct validity[23] regards how well the theory of a measure re-
flects reality. The more accurate the reflection the higher the construct
validity. To simulate a real environment a test set was used to ensure
that the cross-validation procedure did reflect reality. The test set was
stratified to ensure representation of all classes thus the set did not
fully reflect reality where no prior knowledge of samples to be clas-
sified is available. The current class distribution was assumed to be
inherent of the data generating process when stratifying but could be
due to the small dataset and may differ in reality.

Internal Validity

Internal validity[23] regards the presence of confounding variables,
variables not controlled for when performing experiments. In the the-
sis full control of parameters where provided over variables not in-
herent of the provided dataset. The dataset was collected from the
real world scenario in which the classification models would be de-
ployed, but as the attributes Build and Test-process evolves over time
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the inherent variables of the dataset changes. Those variables were not
controlled for thus decreasing the internal validity.

Conclusion Validity

Conclusion validity[23] regards the conclusions of relationships be-
tween variables and how reasonable they are, essentially boiling down
to is it reasonable to conclude that there is a relationship or not. To
ensure this repeated cross-validations were performed during experi-
ments when establishing relationships between parameters.

6.5 Failed approach

Initially cluster-then-label[33] methods was explored in a hope to take
advantage of the large amount of unlabeled samples generated by
STSC. A baseline using K-Means to cluster the samples and a neu-
ral network taking the clusters as input was tested, performing worse
than the MNB classifier. An Improved Deep Embedded Clustering[10]
based cluster-then-label method using a target distribution biased to-
wards correct targets was also tested but provided validation accuracy
slightly lower than the MLP architectures whilst having lower macro
F1-scores. Thus the semi-supervised approach was disregarded for su-
pervised methods. The imbalanced class distribution proved to hard
for a cluster-then-label approach to model the task correctly using as-
sumptions made by K-Means. As described in the Research Methodol-
ogy section a new solution were formulated and implemented, the new
solution being the shallow-and-wide CNN.

6.6 Ethics and Sustainability Concerns

From an ethics perspective the only ethical consideration of the thesis
is the confidentiality of the logs and the Build and Test process. To not
breach the confidentiality the description of the logs and the process
from which they are generated have been kept vague and the proper
names for failure categories have been censored. No cloud computing
have been used as well.
Smaller sustainability concerns exists from an environmental and so-
cial perspective. The energy demand for training a classification model
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is large compared to common computing tasks. To keep the model ac-
curate it will also need to be continuously retrained thus continuously
expending energy. Energy usage is linked to environmental concerns
such as climate change [2]. The energy amount required was deemed
to not have any substantial environmental impact from a macro per-
spective of the energy consumption of the principal.
A slight social sustainability concern exists. The goal of the thesis is
to automate failure classification. As more tasks become automated
there exists a risk of reaching a point of automation where the amount
of jobs available, and thus workers needed, starts to decrease. As the
current economic system depends on a majority of populations to gen-
erate wealth for themselves by working this is a concern. The concern
was dismissed as the automation achieved in this thesis is very slight
and would still demand human supervision and aid.
From an economical sustainability perspective no concerns exists. A
viable classification model would rather streamline failure categoriza-
tion, decreasing expensive man-hours needed for manual classifica-
tion compared to the cost of the energy expended to train the classifi-
cation model.
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Conclusions

In this thesis a limited amount of ways for automatic failure classifica-
tion of logs have been explored using NLP classification models. Log
keys as approximated by the “Spell” log parser were shown to give
equivalent performance as words for the classification task whilst of-
fering a great dimensionality reduction of dictionaries. Whether this
is a characteristic of the assumptions made by the “Spell” log parser
have not been explored and is thus unclear. Using a shallow-and-wide
CNN on sequences of log keys outperforms using a MLP or SVM on
unordered log key frequency document matrices slightly when per-
forming stratified 10-fold cross-validation. When evaluating on the
stratified test set the shallow-and-wide CNN vastly outperforms the
MLP and the SVMs. None of the models perform good enough to
fully automate the categorization but should rather be used as an aid
for manual categorization.

7.1 Future Work

As a viable classification model has been found production deploy-
ment concerns need to be explored. The section Production Deployment
describes a possible way to make the CNN model ready for deploy-
ment. Other areas of interest concerning model architecture design
and features exist as only a limited amount of architectures were ex-
plored and a limited amount of experiments were performed. Section
Further Hyper-Parameter Optimization discusses further hyper-parameter
optimizations possible for the Proposed Model. The section Temporal Se-
quences of Words proposes an exploration of word sequences as features
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instead of log key sequences. The section Recurrent Neural Networks pro-
poses possible architectural changes of the classification model that
could be evaluated. The section Log keys as Features proposes an explo-
ration of whether log keys are viable features due to the assumptions
and limitations of the “Spell” log parser. Unsupervised Pretrained Em-
beddings discusses possible embedding techniques that could be used.
Section Transfer Learning using Pretrained Language Models propose an
exploration of language models.

Production Deployment

To use the model in production the final model have to be packaged
into an application. It should be easy to retrain the application as
available samples grow and the attributes of the Build and Test process
change. Using containers allows deployment to diverse systems as the
container contains the full environment needed for an application to
run. A container for training and one for prediction using the model,
and dictionary built in the previous container should be developed.
The reasoning for the separation is that the training of a model require
vastly more computational resources compared to prediction. Thus
the training container can be deployed in an environment with more
resources available whilst the prediction container can be deployed in
a less capable environment. Figure 7.1 and figure 7.2 describe possible
deployment configurations for the proposed shallow-and-wide CNN.
The application architecture is inspired by an internal machine learn-
ing application of the principal Ericsson named “Linnaeus”.

Further Hyper-Parameter Optimization

There are hyper-parameters that have not been optimized in the Pro-
posed Model. The dropout factor, optimizer parameters and activation
functions all affect the performance of the model and further optimiza-
tion should be employed especially with more resources available.

Temporal Sequences of Words

As the experiment comparing word based features against log keys
is not expansive there still exists concerns that words may be superior,
instead of equivalent, features for log classification. Thus further study
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Figure 7.1: Possible training container for training the shallow-and-
wide CNN model architecture.
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Figure 7.2: Possible prediction container for the shallow-and-wide
CNN model.

and experimentation of word based features should be performed in
the future especially for temporal sequences of words.

Recurrent Neural Networks

Recurrent neural networks [9], mainly using Long Short-Term Mem-
ory cells, (LSTM), have been used in state of the art text classifica-
tion[11] in combination with fully connected layers and convolutional
layers. Thus such architectures should be explored and their perfor-
mance evaluated.

The “Spell” log parser’s Approximation of Log Keys as Features

Whether log keys as approximated by the “Spell” log parser are useful
for classification due to the assumptions or limitations of the parser
remains unclear. Thus one should further evaluate other log parsers
and non-approximated log keys for log classification.
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Unsupervised Pretrained Embeddings

As a large set of unlabeled samples are available established word em-
bedding techniques could be employed, such as [14] or [22]. Theoreti-
cally the techniques could be utilized on log key features as well.

Transfer Learning using Pretrained Language Models

Recently a paper accomplishing transfer learning using pretrained lan-
guage models have been published[11]. The full dataset used in this
thesis contains a large set of unlabeled samples fit for language mod-
eling specific to the log domain, especially if including logs describing
successful tests. The paper [11] achieves state of the art on many clas-
sification tasks with a general LSTM architecture indicating a viable
strategy for text classification. Thus, if enough computing resources is
available, the architecture, pretraining and training scheme should be
explored.
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